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This note exhibits a nonassociative proof for a strictly associative 
theorem concerned with the "Galois theory" of associative crossed 
product algebras. The theorem in question has also been established 
by somewhat more elaborate associative computations : it is perhaps 
of interest that the nonassociative proof to be given here appears 
to be both shorter and more conceptual than the associative proof. 
Practically no technical facts about nonassociative algebras are re
quired for our proof. 

Let KZ)NZ)P be fields such that both K and N are finite, separable, 
and normal extensions of the base field P . The Galois group of K over 
P , or briefly Ç(K/P), will be designated as G, and similarly, 

(1) Ç(K/P)=G, Ç(K/N)=S, Ç(N/P) = Q. 

Then S(ZG. Each a £ G is an automorphism a: k<^ak of K, and in
duces an automorphism a'ÇiQ of N/P; this correspondence a—>a' 
provides the natural isomorphism G/S=Q. We consider functions 
h(a, jS) with arguments a, /3 in G and nonzero values in the field K. 
The coboundary ôh is a similar function of three arguments in G, de
fined as 

(2) Bh(a, 0, y) = [a- A(jS, y)]h(a, fa) [*(aft y)h(a, jS)]"1. 

It is convenient to assume that any such function h is "normalized," 
in the sense that A(J, j3)=h(a, 1) = 1, where / denotes the identity 
automorphism. The coboundary 8h is then also normalized, for it 
follows that ih(I, 0, y) =«&(«, J, 7) =Sh(a, /S, J) = 1. 

A factor set ƒ of 5 in the multiplicative group of K is a (normalized) 
f unction ƒ ((r, r)ÇiK defined for arguments a, TÇZS and satisfying the 
identity 5/(p, cr, r) = 1, for all p, a*, r in S. Each factor set ƒ leads to a 
crossed product (cf. [l , Chap. V]2) A = (K,f), which is a simple alge
bra with center N, and which may be represented in terms of ele
ments u(a), one for each ( r £ S , as the set of all sums a^^ok^uia) 
with arbitrary coefficients k(a) £ i £ and with the multiplication table 

(3) U(<T)U(T) = /(<r, T)U(<TT), u(<r)k = [<T'k]u((j), 
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